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Abstract

We present a flexible procedure for a resource-bounded
agent to allocate limited computational resources to on-line
problem solving. Our APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE
methodology extends a well-known greedy time-slicing ap-
proach to conditions in which performance profiles may be
non-concave and there is uncertainty in the environment
and/or problem-solving procedures of an agent. With this
method, the agent first approximates problem-solving perfor-
mance and problem parameters with standard parameterized
models. Second, the agent computes a risk-management fac-
tor that compensates for the risk inherent in the approxima-
tion. The risk-management factor represents a mean-variance
tradeoff that may be derived optimally off-line using any
available information. Theoretical and experimental results
demonstrate that APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE extends
existing methods to new problems and expands the practical
application of meta-deliberation.

INTRODUCTION
We are interested in agents that actively manage how
their limited computational resources are allocated to prob-
lem solving in time-constrained environments. This meta-
deliberation problem can take the form of the agent allo-
cating resources among a competing collection of problem-
solving procedures (Georgeff & Lansky 1987; Garvey 
Lesser 1993; Gomes & Selman 2001), among a sequence
of future computational challenges (Boddy & Dean 1994;
Zilberstein 1993), or among a competing collection of pos-
sible future challenges (Horvitz 2001; Greenwald & Dean
1994). A sample of domains for which meta-deliberation
solutions have been suggested include Bayesian reasoning
(Horvitz, Suermondt, & Cooper 1989; Horvitz & Breese
1990), robotics (Boddy & Dean 1994; Zilberstein & Rus-
sell 1993), graphics rendering (Horvitz & Lengyel 1997),
and real-time scheduling (Greenwald & Dean 1994).

In order to make meta-deliberation decisions the agent
must have some predictive information about the challenges
(problem instances) it will encounter and problem-solving
procedures available to apply to each projected challenge.
A common example is a profile representing the expected
quality of a result as a function of the amount of time spent
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problem solving (Boddy & Dean 1994; Zilberstein & Rus-
sell 1996; Horvitz 2001).

For example, a time-critical medical decision support sys-
tem must trade off the benefits of problem solving during de-
cision support against the cost of delayed treatment. Every
minute delayed in treating serious injury in an emergency
center can reduce the probability of patient survival by ap-
proximately 1% (Clarke et al. 2001). While a surgeon is op-
erating, the system might reason about possible future com-
putational challenges, making use of probabilistic models of
surgical procedure completion times and complications.

The most convenient and frequently employed predictive
model is a concave increasing function mapping computa-
tion time to expected solution utility. While general recta-
deliberation is computationally intractable, this form of pro-
file admits optimal greedy time-slicing methods (Boddy
& Dean 1994; Etzioni 1991; Zilberstein & Russell 1996;
Horvitz 2001) that may be applied in time-critical situations
(on-line). Unfortunately, as we discuss, not all problem-
solving procedures are accurately modeled with concave in-
creasing functions.

Meta-deliberation solely based on functions of expected
performance ignores the uncertainty of applying problem-
solving procedures to new problems. Put another way,
problem-solving procedures may exhibit considerable vari-
ance in performance across challenges (problem instances).
There is a risk that statistical profiles will poorly capture
run-time behavior. Correspondingly, narrow variance has
been cited as an important property in designing effec-
tive problem-solving algorithms (Zilberstein 1996; Boddy 
Dean 1994). By contrast, meta-deliberation based on mod-
em portfolio theory (Gomes & Selman 2001) embraces and
exploits variance as a tool in improving resource allocation.
Uncertainty may also arise in the agent’s model of which
challenge might occur in the future and how much time will
be available for time-critical problem-solving.

Our goal in this work is to develop a meta-deliberation
method that retains the on-line efficiency of greedy time-
slicing but admits application to problems with (1) non-
concave performance profiles, (2) variance in problem-
solving performance over the target range of computational
challenges, and (3) uncertainty in the parameters of cur-
rent and future challenges. Our APPROXIMATE AND COM-
PENSATE method adds flexibility to existing greedy meth-
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ods by allowing off-line tuning to better meet real problem-
solving conditions. First, the agent approximates problem-
solving performance and challenge parameters with concave
increasing functions. Second, the agent computes a risk-
management factor that compensates for the risk inherent in
the approximations. The risk-management factor represents
a mean-variance tradeoff that may be derived off-line using
any available information. The agent then combines the ap-
proximate profiles and compensation factor into an on-line
greedy time-slicing meta-deliberation procedure.

This method represents a novel combination of portfolio
optimization, meta-deliberation, and continual computation
techniques. APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE provides an
agent the ability to "hedge bets about performance" (Horvitz
& Zilberstein 2001) and manage uncertainty.

We first introduce a general terminology for capturing
problem-solving performance in a variety of environments.
We then present the on-line portion of the APPROXIMATE
AND COMPENSATE method and show that the procedure is
theoretically sound. We then provide experimental results to
explore the effective use of the flexibility provided by AP-
PROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE . We show that off-line
tuning of compensation parameters can provide the benefits
of fully on-line methods without a significant increase in on-
line costs.

MODELS OF META-DELIBERATION

In single-period continual computation, Horvitz (Horvitz
2001) differentiates two consecutive time intervals: before
and after a discrete change in the state of knowledge of a
problem-solving agent. In the first time interval the agent
does not know the next computational challenge but may
have probabilistic information about which challenges are
more likely to occur next and when they are likely to oc-
cur. The second time interval is precipitated by some event
at which the agent learns the next challenge deterministi-
cally. The end of the second time interval occurs when the
agent has computed its best response to the known chal-
lenge, given the cost of delayed response. The first time in-
terval is referred to as "idle time." A continual computation
agent makes use of this otherwise wasted idle time in prepar-
ing to respond to challenges. Following Horvitz (Horvitz
2001), we refer to the first time interval as precomputation
time. We refer to the second time interval as reaction time.

We make the simplifying assumption (Horvitz 2001;
Boddy & Dean 1994) of a one-to-one mapping between
computational challenges and problem-solving procedures.
We focus on the meta-deliberation problem of allocating re-
sources among independent problem-solving procedures for
the next unknown challenge. Each procedure is allocated
a fraction of the available computation time. Extending
our methods to sequential challenges and communicating
problem-solving procedures is discussed at the end of this
paper.

By allocating computation before the next challenge is
known we are precomputing a solution to a challenge that
may or may not be presented to us. Thus, the value of al-
locating computation time to a problem-solving procedure

is only stochastically known in the precomputation time in-
terval. Precomputation time allocated to challenge i E I is
denoted tp,i. The time spent reacting to challenge i after the
observation point is denoted tr,i. The total time allocated to
reasoning about challenge i is therefore tp,i + tr,i. Although
the result of problem-solving depends only on the total time
allocation, the utility of the result depends on how the total
time is split between precomputation and reaction.

Following Horvitz (Horvitz 2001), we define value-of-
precomputation function, fi(tp,i), to represent the net util-
ity achieved if challenge i occurs, given precomputation
time tp,i, and assuming that the agent reasons for an "op-
timal" length of time once the uncertainty is resolved and
the challenge has occurred. What constitutes optimal re-
active reasoning depends on the computational model of
the agent and the time-critical nature of the environment.
In (Parkes & Greenwald 1999) we show how to model the
value-of-precomputation function for many common meta-
deliberation problems. Table 1 summarizes these results.

A value-of-precomputation function combines a model of
the intrinsic value of the problem-solving result with the cost
of not responding immediately at the point a challenge is
observed. For example, assume the agent deliberates with a
run-to-completion (also known as all-or-nothing) algorithm
that achieves a value Valuei for challenge i if allocated to-
tal time at least tRTC,i, and zero value otherwise. Under a
soft deadline model, the utility of the response is derived by
subtracting the cost-of-delay, Costi (tr,i), from the achieved
value (Costi(t) = 0,t < 0). This is a common method
for accounting for cost-of-delay (Dean & Wellman 1991).
Note that, in this model, cost-of-delay is not incurred un-
til the challenge is observed (i.e. it is only a function of
the reaction time). For these problems the agent requires
tRTC,i -- tp,i time to complete the computation before re-
sponding. The value-of-precomputation function for each
challenge i is then

f~(tp,i) = Valuei - Costi(taTC,i -- tp,i) (1)

As a second example, consider an agent that deliberates
with an anytime/flexible problem-solving procedure. For
this type of computation the intrinsic value of responding
to challenge i is captured by an expected performance pro-
file, Valuei(tp,i + tr,i), that varies as a function of the sum
of precomputation and reaction time. Under this model of
computation the agent has the flexibility to choose a level
of reactive computation that optimizes utility, under a given
cost-of-delay model. We can determine an optimal level
of reactive computation for any level of precomputation
(denoted t~,i(tp,i )) and encode it directly in the value-of-
precomputation function, as follows:

fi(tp,i) max{ Valuei(tp,i + tr ,i) - Costi(tr,i)} (2
tr,i

Figure l illustrates the process of deriving a value-of-
precomputation function. The properties of both value func-
tion and cost-of-delay combine to determine the shape of
the value-of-precomputation function and, as we discuss,
the optimality of a greedy time-slicing approach to recta-
deliberation. Table 1 indicates the shapes of various com-
binations of value and cost functions. Commonly found
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Computation Model
Time-critical Run-to Anytime

Model completion Concave Linear Convex
-increasing -increasing -increasing

Hard Deadline x x/ x
Cost-of Convex-increasing x/ v’ x/ x
-Delay Linear-increasing x/ x/ x/ x
Function Concave-increasing X x x x

Table 1: Characterizing the value-of-precomputation functions of common meta-deliberation problems. Meta-deliberation problems opti-
mally solved by greedy time-slicing are marked x/.

value functions are concave increasing and intuitively cap-
ture problem-solving procedures with diminishing returns
over time. Convex increasing cost-of-delay functions rep-
resent challenges for which it becomes increasingly costly
to delay action over time.
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Figure 1: Determining the value-of-precomputation for a chal-
lenge with a linear cost-of-delay function Cost(t) = 4t and an
anytime algorithm with a concave increasing performance profile,
Value(t) = 170 - 150e-t/s: (a) computing the optimal reaction
time when allocated precomputation time tp ---- 5; (b) the complete
value-of-precomputation curve, fi(tp), < tp< 20.Notethat
for tp > 12.4 it is optimal to respond immediately upon observ-
ing the challenge; while for tp < 12.4 it is optimal to spend some
additional time problem-solving after the challenge is observed.

An agent meta-deliberates about how to allocate the to-
tal precomputation time across possible next challenges, I,
tp = (tv,l,...,tvj). Let Pr{il E} (abbreviated pi) 
the probability that, given existing knowledge E, challenge
i E I will be the next challenge observed. Meta-deliberation

that maximizes expected value-of-precomputation solves

mapx ~. Pifi(tp,i) (3)
z

such that for each i, tp,i > 0 and ~-~i tp,i < T for some
fixed idle time T. It is straightforward to generalize this
optimization to distributions over idle time (see Equation 4).

APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE

Greedy methods (Boddy & Dean 1994; Etzioni 1991; Zil-
berstein & Russell 1996; Horvitz 2001) provide effective
on-line meta-deliberation in time-critical environments. Un-
fortunately, the optimality of these methods is limited to a
subset of all interesting meta-deliberation problems. In this
section we extend the effective use of greedy on-line meth-
ods to problems with (1) non-concave performance profiles,
(2) variance in problem-solving performance over the target
range of computational challenges, and (3) uncertainty 
the parameters of current and future challenges. Our method
adds flexibility to existing greedy methods by allowing off-
line tuning to better meet real problem-solving conditions.
Our method mixes the greedy time-slicing method suggested
by Horvitz (Horvitz 2001) with a mean-variance technique
used in traditional portfolio theory (Markowitz 1959).

In this section we introduce the APPROXIMATE AND
COMPENSATE meta-deliberation method. The name of the
method is derived from the two ways it extends greedy
time-slicing. First, we explicitly acknowledge that of-
tentimes meta-deliberation must operate on performance
profiles that only approximate the "true" performance of
problem-solving procedures. Second, we compensate for
these approximations with a risk-management factor that
represents a mean-variance tradeoffthat may be derived off-
line using any available information.

More specifically, APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE

operates on approximate value-of-precomputation functions
f~ and a risk-aversion parameter % The risk-aversion param-
eter 7 is intended to encode either a risk-preference in the
meta-deliberation solution when fi = fi, or compensate for
using approximations when fi ~ fi- Intuitively, 7 captures
the agent’s confidence that the approximate value functions
will capture run-time performance. If the agent is confident
then it will allocate resources as if the approximations are
accurate. On the other hand, if the agent is less confident
then it will "hedge its bets" by allocating resources to mini-
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mize the risk of ending up with a poor solution. We demon-
strate experimentally that this is also an effective approxi-
mation technique when the true value function is known but
non-concave.

Global: fi//value-of-precomputation functions
Pi // challenge probabilities

Procedure APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE (’7, A, tp) 
t~ +-- ~ipifi(tp,,);
fori= 1 toI{

grad, ~-- pi(fi(tp,i + A) ],( tp,,)); }
//Challenge that maximizes increase in expected value
mean +-- argi max{gradi};
//Challenge that maximizes reduction in variance
var +- axgi max { grad i (It - ]i ( tp,i ) ) 
//Allocate precomputation time
tp ..... +-- tp ..... + (1 - ’7)A;
tp .... +-- tv .... + 7A; }

Figure 2: APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE is called
for each time slice of size A to determine how to allo-
cate precomputation time across challenges I according
to the mean-variance trade-off encoded in 7. The meta-
deliberation solution is incrementally constructed in vector
tp (where component tp,i is the allocation to challenge i).

The APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE method is de-
picted in Figure 2. In deciding how to allocate a given time
slice, APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE computes the in-
cremental change in expected value of each possible chal-
lenge if allocated that time slice. It then identifies the chal-
lenge that would have the maximum effect on increasing
total expected value and the challenge that would have the
maximum effect on decreasing total variance. The method
allocates a fraction of the time slice to the problem-solving
procedure for the expected value maximizing challenge and
a fraction of the time slice to the problem-solving procedure
for the variance minimizing challenge. Allocation fractions
are determined by the adjustable risk-aversion parameter 7.
As discussed in the next section, when 7 = 0 the method
reduces to existing greedy time-slicing methods (Horvitz
2001) that maximize expected value. When 7 = 1 the
method greedily minimizes risk. For any 0 < 3’ < 1 the
method selects a tradeoff between mean maximizing and
variance minimizing behavior. We later provide an experi-
mental demonstration that, under certain conditions, we can
find any solution on the efficient frontier in approximate
function space.

SOUNDNESS

The soundness of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE can
be demonstrated by its well-behaved properties when 3’ = 0
and 3" = 1. The behavior of this method for 0 < 3’ < 1 is
demonstrated experimentally in the next section.

The following theorem states that APPROXIMATE AND
COMPENSATE can be used directly to find an optimal solu-
tion to the continual computation problem when the agent’s

true utility is characterized by concave increasing functions.
This solution is found when we set .fl = fi and 3’ = 0.

Theorem 1. (Mean-Optimality) APPROXIMATE AND
COMPENSATE maximizes expected-value when 7 = 0 for
(weakly) concave increasing functions ]i as A --+ 

Proof follows directly from results for continual compu-
tation (Horvitz 2001). The greedy strategy is globally op-
timal because allocating deliberation to a procedure for a
locally suboptimal challenge: (a) cannot increase future ex-
pected value-of-precomputation from further deliberation on
that challenge (weak concavity); (b) has no effect on future
expected value-of-precomputation for any other challenges.

The following theorem states that this result holds for all
idle times and distributions of challenges. This is possible
because the allocation of precomputation time to each chal-
lenge in the optimal solution for idle time T is monotoni-
cally increasing in T. The meta-deliberation method AP-
PROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE is able to achieve as good
a performance as a procedure with distributional information
about idle time and unlimited computational resources.

Theorem 2. (On-line Optimality) APPROXIMATE AND
COMPENSATE is an optimal on-line procedure for solving

maxE Pr(T = Tj) Epi]i(tp,i) (4)
tp j i

for any distribution Pr(T = Tj) over idle times Tj, for
(weakly) concave increasing functions ]i.

We now show that when ]i is a concave increasing func-
tion and 3’ = 1, APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE will lo-
cally minimize variance in value-of-precomputation, given
the approximation, from challenge to challenge.

Theorem 3. (Local Variance-Optimality) When 3" = 1,
APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE allocates precomputa-
tion in the current time-slice to the challenge that minimizes
the variance in approximate value-of-precomputation at the
end of the slice, for (weakly) concave increasing approxima-
tion functions f4.

^ 2 ^ 2
= (E, Pifi(tp,,)) Proof. Let Var(tp) E,P’ (fi(tp,,)) 

denote the variance of approximate value-of-precomputation from
challenge to challenge, given an allocation tp. The allocation
over the next time slice that achieves the greatest local decrease
in variance, is to the challenge that minimizes OVar(tp)/Otp,i 
2pi(O]i(tp,i)/Otv,i)(]i(tp,i) where # = Y~ip~fi(tp,i). As
A --~ 0, APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE allocates the next
time-slice to precomputation on this challenge. Note that there
must always be at least one challenge that decreases variance while
the variance is non-zero because there must be a challenge with
]~(tp,,) < Iz, and O~i(tp,i)/Otp,i is non-decreasing for concave
increasing functions fi. []

We can also show that APPROXIMATE AND COMPEN-
SATE is an on-line globally optimal variance minimizing
meta-deliberation method for the special case when all chal-
lenges are (1) equally likely, and (2) have linear approximate
value-of-precomputation functions with the same gradient,
]i(tp,i) = Ottp,i, for some constant a.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we experimentally demonstrate the effec-
tive use of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE with 0 <

3’ < 1. In the first class of problems, the agent does not
have an exact value-of-precomputation function for each
challenge but, rather, a distribution over possible functions.
This may be due to an incomplete model of the environ-
ment, or approximations introduced in the computational
model. In the second class of problems, the agent is faced
with non-concave value-of-precomputation functions and
chooses a concave approximation that enables efficient on-
line meta-deliberation, and compensates for that approxima-
tion through the selection of an optimal risk-aversion param-
eter off-line. Finally, we provide a risk interpretation of the
conditions under which an agent would choose 7 # 0 off-
line.

PROTOTYPE FUNCTIONS

In the following experiments we consider an agent facing
two possible challenges. The first challenge is modeled with
an exact value-of-precomputation function, while the uncer-
tainty in performance of the problem-solving procedure for
the second challenge is modeled by a parameterized distri-
bution of value-of-precomputation functions. The response
to each challenge is compute by run-to-completion problem-
solving procedures with tRTC,1 = tRTC,2 = 10. Challenge
1 occurs with probability pl = 0.6, and has an exact cost-
of-delay profile Cost(tr 1) = tlr~. Challenge 2 occurs with
probability P2 = 0.4, and has a uncertain cost-of-delay pro-
file that is distributed according to a parameterized distribu-
tion, Cost (tr,2) = t~,2, where x is distributed uniformly be-
tween 1.4 and 2.0 (i.e. x ,-~ U(1.4, 2.0)). The value of an 
mediate response to both challenges is Valuel = Value2 =
30. The value-of-precomputation functions are computed as
fi (tp,i) = Valuei - Cost~ (tRTC,i -- tp,i) (Equation 1). The
distribution of value-of-precomputation functions for chal-
lenge 2 that is induced by the distribution over cost-of-delay
functions is shown in Figure 3.

We assume the agent does not know before the challenge
occurs how much idle time is available for continual compu-
tation. In the next section we discuss the effects of uncertain
idle times on the use of completely off-line stochastic op-
timization methods. In this section we focus primarily on
on-line methods, with or without off-line tuning.

We consider five alternative techniques for solving the
continual computation problem stated above. The first tech-
nique (1) is to perform off-line stochastic optimization us-
ing the full distribution over value-of-precomputation func-
tions, assuming prior knowledge of idle time. This tech-
nique is used to provide a upper bound on performance. The
other four techniques use some form of greedy time-slicing
over an approximate model of value-of-precomputation for
challenge 2, selecting (2) a simple linear approximation and
7 = 0, (3) a simple linear approximation and "y optimized
off-line, (4) a prototype approximation drawn from the dis-
tribution of functions and 7 = 0, and (5) a prototype approx-
imation optimally derived off-line from the full distribution
and ’7 = 0. The results of these experiments are summarized

~-20

t
0 1 2 3 4 5 7

Precomputation Time, t2

Figure 3: Value-of-precomputation f2(tp,2) for an incomplete
meta-deliberation model, represented as a parameterized distribu-
tion: f2(tp,2) ---- 30 - (10 - tp,2)% where x ,-~ U(1.4, 2.0), for
tp,2 < 10. A linear approximation to the median curve (x = 1.7)
is fitted to cross at tp,2 ---- 0 and in,2 :-- 6.

in Table 2.
Techniques (2-4) use APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE

with simple prototypes, with only experiment (3) tuning 
off-line. The linear approximation used in techniques (2)
and (3) is chosen to meet the median curve of the dis-
tribution at tp,2 = 0 and tp,2 = Tin, where Tm is the
mean idle time. For example, the linear approximation for
T ,-~ U(4, 8) is shown in Figure 3. The off-line optimiza-
tion of’), in technique (3) is implemented through exhaustive
search, with the value of 7 assessed with stochastic sam-
piing and simulation. Technique (4) uses the median curve
from the distribution. Technique (5) uses APPROXIMATE
AND COMPENSATE with an optimal prototype. The optimal
in-distribution prototype is computed off-line with the fol-
lowing stochastic optimization: exhaustively search over the
space of curves, assessing the performance of each curve by
simulating APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE with sain-

piing from the distribution over idle times and actual value-
of-precomputation functions.

Meta-deliberation 7 Expected
procedure value
(1)Optimal with hindsight 6.27
(2)Linear Approximation 0 4.08
(3)Linear Approximation 0.46 4.71
(4)Simple Prototype (x = 1.7) 7=0 4.61
(5)Optimal Prototype (x = 1.75) 7=0 4.71

Table 2: Average expected value-of-precomputation for a distri-
bution of idle times and an incomplete model of meta-deliberation.

Table 2 shows that, for this simple example, we achieve
as good a performance with a simple approximation (linear
in this case) and off-line optimization of 7, as with off-line
selection of an optimal prototype (x = 1.75) for 7 = 0. 
this table the results are averaged over idle times uniformly
distributed between 4 and 8. Figure 4 shows the results over
each idle time.
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Comparing curves (a) and (c) we see that greedy time-
slicing with ")’ = 0 and a simple linear approximation (curve
(a)) is biphase - initially allocating deliberation to challenge
1, and then to challenge 2. The benefit of our mean-variance
approach is seen in curve (c), in which off-line optimization
of’)’ enables a not-so-greedy on-line meta-deliberation strat-
egy. In this strategy APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE al-
locates more deliberation to challenge 2 from the start of
precomputation,, reducing approximate-risk, and improving
performance over 3’ = 0.

3.5

8

!2.s )

~ 2 (

i’:
,c,

~0.5

0~l 415 ; 515 ; 615 "/ 715
Idle Time, T

Figure 4: Loss in expected value-of-precomputation versus idle
time, T, with respect to the best performance with hindsight, for:
(a) Linear off-line approximation, 7 = 0; (b) Simple prototype
(x = 1.7), 3’ = 0; (c) Linear off-line approximation and compen-
sation, 3’ = 0.46 and Optimal prototype (x = 1.75), 3’ = 

An additional property of optimizing 3’ for a simple ap-
proximation is that, while the search space over optimal
prototypes grows with the number of challenges with un-
certain performance models, the computation of 7* remains
tractable. Furthermore, in this simple example, APPROX-
IMATE AND COMPENSATE outperforms the best "reason-
able" guess at a prototype (the median prototype), and per-
form as well as the optimal prototype.

APPROXIMATING NON-CONCAVE
FUNCTIONS
In the following experiments we demonstrate the effective-
ness of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE on hard meta-
deliberation problems for which greedy time-slicing is not
provably optimal. Consider again two challenges, each with
run-to-completion algorithms, but now with non-concave
cost-of-delay functions. Challenge 1 occurs with probabil-
itypl = 0.55, and has run-to-completiontime tRTC,1 = 15.
Challenge 2 occurs with probability P2 = 0.45, and has run-
to-completion time tRTC,2 = 20. The value of an imme-
diate response to either challenge is Value1 = Values =
2, and each challenge has a sigmoidal cost-of-delay, 0 <

Costi(tr,i) = (-t’’dl°)s <1.This cost fun ction models
the case in which an initial d~lay is not too costly, and once a
response is significantly delayed, a further delay is unimpor-
tant. The value-of-precomputation function for each chal-
lenge is shown in Figure 5. We assume that the idle time is

uniformly distributed, T ~ U(Tm - T=, Tm+ T=), with
mean Tm and uncertainty T,,. Note that, in contrast to
the optimality results for concave curves, meta-deliberation
with non-concave curves is sensitive to idle time.

2

1.9

._o= 1.8
.~1.7

~1.6

~ 1.5

~ 1.4

~1.3

> 1,2

1.1

1
o

i ,’

1’0 15 20
Precomputation Time

Figure 5: Value-of-precomputation versus precomputation time
for challenges with soft-deadlines and run-to-completion algo-
rithms. Value = 2, Cost(t) = 1- (-t/l°)o, t nTC,X =15,
tRTC,2 = 20. Linear approximations fitted at tp = 0 and tv = 11.

We consider four alternative techniques for solving the
continual computation problem stated above. The first tech-
nique (1) is to perform off-line stochastic optimization using
the full distribution over value-of-precomputation functions,
assuming prior knowledge of idle time. This technique is
used to provide a upper bound on performance. The next
two techniques use simple linear approximations, ]i, to the
non-concave functions and perform greedy time-slicing with
(2) 7 = 0, and (3) 7" optimally tuned off-line to a given
model of idle time uncertainty. The fourth technique (4) pro-
ceeds greedily on the true value-of-precomputation curves,
fi. The simple linear approximations used in techniques (2-
3) are fit to the true curves at tp = 0 and tp = Tin~2. Two
such approximations for Tm = 22 are shown in Figure 5.
Technique (3) uses exhaustive search and sampling and sim-
ulation of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE to select an
optimal risk-aversion parameter.

The results of these experiments are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. These results depict each technique with idle
time uncertainty Tu = 3 and mean drawn from Tm E
{10, 16, 22, 30}.

Meta-deliberation Mean idle time, Tm
procedure 10 16 22 30
(1) Optimal 1.47 1.56 1.76 1.98
(2) Linear (3’ = 1.47 1.56 1.61 1.93
(3) Linear (3’*) 1.47 1.55 1.75 1.97
(~ 3’*) (0.0) (0.0) (0.59) (0.78)
(4) Exact (3’ = 1.47 1.55 1.62 1.94

Table 3: Average expected value-of-precomputation for idle
times T ~ U(T,~ - 3, Tm+ 3), for T,~ E {10, 16, 22, 30}.

The performance of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE
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with off-line tuning of "y* (technique (3)) is competitive
with the best solution with hindsight (technique (1)) for 
idle time distributions. The performance of greedy meta-
deliberation on the true value-of-precomputation curves
(technique (4)) is suboptimal Tm E{22, 30}. All t he ap-
proaches perform well for small idle times, Tm E {10, 16}.
However, for large idle times, greedy time-slicing cannot
take advantage of prior knowledge that the slope of the true
value-of-precomputation functions changes direction.

In Figure 6 we depict the performance of APPROXIMATE
AND COMPENSATE if we choose a single compensation fac-
tor (i.e. constant portfolio) off-line without knowledge 
the mean idle time. Performance of techniques (2-4) are
shown relative to the optimal technique (1). The choice 
7 = 0.59 optimizes the online performance for idle times
T --, U(19, 25).
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0.16

0.14
~0.12

0.1
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70.08
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.~ 0.04
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Idle Time Distribution
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Idle Time, T

Figure 6: Comparison of loss due to on-line meta-deliberation ver-
sus optimal technique (1) for technique (2) (Approx(0)), technique
(3) (Approx(7* = .59)), and technique (4) (TS-exact).

Finally, we consider the effect of uncertainty in idle time,
Tu, on the performance of APPROXIMATE AND COMPEN-
SATE. Figure 7 shows the performance for Tm = 22, for
idle time uncertainty Tu E [0, 13]. The performance with an
optimal off-line risk-aversion parameter (technique (3)) 
creases as uncertainty increases, finally performing slightly
worse than time-slicing on the exact curves (technique (4)).
The methodology works well when the distributional infor-
mation about the likely idle time can be used off-line to
improve performance. This is not possible for large idle
time uncertainty and non-concave value-of-precomputation
curves because a meta-deliberation allocation that is optimal
for small idle times may not also be optimal for longer idle
times. In this case there is only a marginal advantage in hav-
ing access to distributional information on idle time.

EFFICIENT FRONTIER

Mean-variance analysis is a decision-analytic method in
modern portfolio theory for choosing an optimal investment
portfolio (Markowitz 1959). Mean-variance analysis is per-
formed over the "efficient frontier", a set of portfolios that
dominate all other portfolios. The expected utility of a port-

0.18

o,,- zs-oxao,
o.oe- ~’~wpprox(0)

0.04~ . /

’0;
~,d’e ’l ml e6Un(erlairty. T 1’0 1’2

Figure 7: Average expected value-of-precomputation for idle
times T ,-~ U(22 - T~, 22 + T~) versus idle time uncertainty,
Tu. Comparison of loss due to on-line meta-deliberation versus
optimal technique (1) for technique (2) (Approx(0)), technique 
(Approx(7* = .59)), and technique (4) (TS-exact).

folio is assumed to increase with expected single-period re-
turn, but decrease with variance in period-to-period return
(risk) - and a portfolio is efficient if it achieves a greater
expected return than any other portfolio with the same risk.

In Figure 8 we demonstrate that APPROXIMATE AND
COMPENSATE given (weakly) concave increasing approx-
imate value-of-precomputation functions and any 3’ E [0, 1]
generates solutions that lie on the efficient frontier. Thus,
this method may be used to choose solutions other than that
which maximizes expected value-of-precomputation. This
gives a risk interpretation of the conditions under which an
agent would choose 7 ¢ 0 off-line.

5[ .
y= 0.3o

4.5~ Y = 0

= 4~’ ~, = 1

tp’l = T

~3.S

2.5

,1--02

1.5 50 100 150 200 250 300 3;0 4~) 450
Variance

Figure 8: Variance versus mean for deliberation portfolio selec-
tion in the approximate ] value-of-precomputation space for the
problem shown in Figure 3. The efficient frontier lies between
7 = 0 and 7 = 1, and 3’* = 0.46 represents optimal off-line
risk-compensation.

We are currently investigating if APPROXIMATE AND
COMPENSATE always finds only solutions on the efficient
frontier and whether or not it can find all points on the ef-
ficient frontier. These properties would enable off-line opti-
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mization that is more efficient than searching the complete
space of allocations.

DISCUSSION
We develop a meta-deliberation method that retains the on-
line efficiency of greedy time-slicing but admits applica-
tion to problems with (1) non-concave performance profiles,
(2) variance in problem-solving performance over the tar-
get range of computational challenges, and (3) uncertainty
in the parameters of current and future challenges. Our AP-
PROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE method adds flexibility to
existing greedy methods through approximation and off-line
tuning. We show that the method is sound and experimen-
tally demonstrate how to use off-line tuning to provide the
benefits of fully on-line methods without a significant in-
crease in on-line costs. Important future work is to provide
more guidance in how to choose good approximation func-
tions off-line.

Boddy and Dean (1994) describe how the difference 
variance of problem-solving procedures with similar ex-
pected performance can greatly affect meta-deliberation
decisions. They discuss quantifying the cost of meta-
deliberation with approximate profiles. Zilberstein and Rus-
sell (1996) approximate probabilistic profiles by varying
the granularity of tabular representations or through closed-
form normal distribution approximations. They point out the
subsequent errors inherent in closed-form approximations.

Continual computation with two distinct states of knowl-
edge may be generalized to problems in which changes to
this problem-solving "belief state" occur in increments over
time. We are additionally exploring extensions of APPROX-
IMATE AND COMPENSATE to sequential probabilistic chal-
lenges. When evaluating meta-deliberation over sequences
of challenges we must consider both competition for shared
resources across time (Boddy & Dean 1994) and dependen-
cies between current deliberations and future challenges.

In our experimental results APPROXIMATE AND COM-
PENSATE is shown to perform well but, not as well as off-
line optimization with hindsight. We can show that this
baseline for performance can not be attained for many prob-
lems. Intuitively, an optimal allocation assuming idle time
T + 1 can not necessarily be reached by starting with an
optimal allocation for idle time T. Thus, without prior in-
formation about idle time, we cannot produce an idle time
allocation that is optimal for both T and T + 1. Put another
way, idle time allocation to each challenge must be mono-
tonically non-decreasing. We can pose optimization prob-
lems that take these additional constraints into account. For
example, we might consider the class of constant-portfolio
strategies that allocate the same proportion of idle time to
each challenge for all idle times.
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